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Abstract 

The aim of this study is to discover if Swedish writers use American or British spelling, 

vocabulary and grammar when writing a text in English. The focus is on differences in 

spelling categories, lexical variation between the two varieties as well as differences in the 

usage of non-finite complementation. This is a quantitative study based on material from the 

Swedish in English Newspapers Corpus (SWENC), the Blogs in English by Swedes Corpus 

(BESC), and the Corpus of English Tweets by Swedes (CETS). The results show that 

Swedish writers of English prefer to use British English spelling, American English 

vocabulary and that they tend to imitate American English grammar usage when it comes to 

non-finite complementation. The conclusions are that the English of Swedish writers is 

affected by the standards of the English used in at least two of the countries in the Inner 

Circle, i.e. American and British English, and that it seems to be influenced both by what is 

taught in school and what the writers see and hear in the media. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Who recognises someone on the street and who recognizes them? Who rents a flat to live in 

and who rents an apartment? Who starts to read a book and who starts reading it? 

Each of these variants, where variants are different ways of expressing the same thing, 

tends to be either a British English (BrE) or an American English (AmE) usage. For a native 

writer of English the ‘choice’ of which variant to use is dependent on which region the writer 

is from, for instance the United States or Great Britain. For writers who are not native 

speakers, for example Swedish writers of English, the ‘choice’ of variant in spelling, 

vocabulary and grammar is influenced by external forces such as school books and the media 

where they see, hear and learn English (Larsson, 2012:129). 

The focus of this essay will be on the English of non-native writers. According to 

Svartvik and Leech (2006:1-2), the most remarkable thing about English today is that it is 

used as an additional language by so many people all over the world. In fact, the non-natives 

are considerably more than the native speakers and most people learn English because they 

need it to function in the world in general.  

While there have been studies (Larsson, 2012) and analyses (Scott, 2002) made as well 

as books written (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994; Mair, 2006) about the differences between BrE 

and AmE with regards to the two varieties’ spelling, vocabulary and grammar, there have 

been few studies made that include all three variable types. For example, Tove Larsson’s 

(2012) study on the preferred variety for advanced EFL (English as a Foreign Language) 

learners focuses solely on spelling choices. The study in this paper aims to give a broader 

view on the subject of differences between the two varieties as well as to find out if Swedish 

writers of English use American or British spelling, vocabulary and grammar.  

In her study, Larsson states that “[a]lthough the vast majority of the words are spelled in 

the same way in British English and American English, there are certain noteworthy 

differences between the varieties.” (Larsson, 2012:130) The differences can, for example, be 

seen in endings such as -ise in words like recognise/recognize, in the doubling of -l in, for 

instance, the word travelled/traveled, and in loanwords spelled with double vowels as in 

mediaeval /medieval. The former of the examples are used in BrE and the latter are used in 

AmE. 

Similarly, even though the vocabulary from the two varieties of English is fairly similar, 

there are still differences. David Crystal (2003:308) points out how the differences in the 

vocabulary from the two varieties can be classified into different categories. These categories 

include words that have synonyms in the other variety, words which have no synonyms, 
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words that have more than one meaning, and words that have one meaning in one variety and 

a another meaning in the other. These are some examples of BrE (1 and 2) and AmE (3 and 4) 

words used by Swedes: 

(1) Breathed autumn air along the water… (BESC, blogs) 

(2) I went to see "Gone Girl" yesterday at the cinema. (CETS, tweets) 

(3) …Mona Sahlin said in her farewell speech last fall. (SWENC, news) 

(4) I rarely have the energy to watch trailers though, unless I'm at the movies. (CETS, tweets) 

In addition, due to the size restriction, only one grammatical difference between BrE and 

AmE will be investigated in this study and that is the non-finite complement variants. The 

variants are only possible with a select few verbs and this paper will focus on start, begin, and 

continue. The to-infinitive (5, 7, and 9) is used more often in BrE and the gerund construction 

(6, 8, and 10) is used more often in AmE (Mair, 2006:127ff; Vosberg, 2009:213ff; Leech et 

al, 2012:195-196). The examples below illustrate the usage of the two constructions following 

the verbs start, begin and continue: 

(5) …Berlusconi has started to sue newspapers, both in Italy and abroad. (SWENC, news) 

(6) …when I started daydreaming about a stiff drink. (SWENC, news) 

(7) …the Hanging Gardens of Babylon began to show up on such lists. (BESC, blogs) 

(8) Norges Bank will begin raising its key interest rate next summer… (SWENC, news) 

(9) …i will continue to write in english… (BESC, blogs) 

(10) Add powdered sugar and continue beating until frosting is very pale… (BESC, blogs) 

1.1 Aim, Scope and Research Questions 

As noted, British and American writers of English present some salient differences in their 

use of spelling, vocabulary, and grammar. As Algeo (2006:2) points out, to say that a use of a 

variant is either British or American does not necessarily mean that that same use does not 

occur in the other variety, but simply that the use is more typical of one or the other variety.  

The aim of this study is to discover if Swedish writers use American or British spelling, 

vocabulary and grammar when writing a text in English. The following research questions are 

considered in order to realise this aim: 
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1. In terms of frequency, how do Swedish writers of English use American English 

spelling compared to British English spelling? 

2. In terms of frequency, how do Swedish writers of English use American English 

vocabulary compared to British English vocabulary?  

3. In terms of frequency, how do Swedish writers of English use the to-infinitive and the 

gerund construction as complements to the verbs begin, start, and continue? 

The study presented in this essay consists of four parts. The first section contains a theoretical 

background on the differences between AmE and BrE spelling, vocabulary and grammar and 

introduces previous studies on the subject. The second section is comprised of the material 

and methods used to conduct this study and also outlines the limitations or problems that 

arose. The third section details, analyses, and compares the result from both the Swedish 

corpora and the British and American corpora. The essay then continues on to the conclusions 

that can be drawn from the analysis and thoughts on further studies. 

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND  

It is a well-established fact that there are several differences between the American and 

British varieties of English. Elly van Gelderen (2006:7) states that there are two types of 

changes that occur and interact when varieties develop within a language. External changes, 

she claims, are caused by contact between speakers of different languages, by innovations by 

speakers, or by questions of social or political identity. Internal changes, she argues, are 

linguistically motivated changes and have to do with children analysing the language they 

hear and building their grammar in a way that, to some extent, is different from the generation 

before. What follows is an overview of the differences in spelling, vocabulary and grammar 

between AmE and BrE and how they came about.  

2.1 Spelling differences in American and British English 

There are several differences between AmE and BrE spelling that are consistent, though some 

appear in both varieties. Trudgill and Hannah (1994:82-83) as well as Crystal (2003:80) state 

that some differences are due to innovations or attempts to regularise spelling in America, for 

example by Noah Webster in the eighteenth century, and some differences are due to the fact 

that earlier English had a number of possible spellings and the two varieties each chose 

different alternatives as their standard. The next paragraphs explain the differences in spelling 

in depth and present a previous study on EFL learners’ BrE and AmE spelling usage. 

There are a significant amount of words where the endings differ depending on whether 

the spelling is AmE or BrE. For example, the ending -re used in words such as BrE theatre 
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becomes -er in AmE theater. In e.g. pretence (BrE) the -ce is changed to -se in AmE 

(pretense) (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994:84; Larsson, 2012:131). The ending -ogue in words like 

dialogue (BrE) becomes -og in dialog (AmE). The ending -our used, for example, in the BrE 

word favour drops the u and the word becomes favor in AmE (Larsson, 2012:131). However, 

words ending with -or that signifies a person, e.g. governor, is spelled the same way in both 

varieties (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994:83). The -yse in verbs such as analyse (BrE) becomes -yze 

in analyze (AmE) (AmE also used in BrE) (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994:84; Larsson, 2012:131). 

The same applies for the endings in verbs like BrE apologise which changes into AmE 

apologize (AmE sometimes used in BrE) (Larsson, 2012:131). The ending -xion in, for 

example, connexion (BrE) becomes -ction in connection (AmE) (AmE also used in BrE) 

(Trudgill & Hannah, 1994:84; Larsson, 2012:131). A word with the ending -dgement in BrE 

spelling, as in judgement, drops the e in the AmE spelling, as in judgment (BrE sometimes 

used in AmE) (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994:83). The ending -st is restricted to only a few words 

in BrE; amidst, amongst and whilst, where the AmE, on the other hand, has no ending; amid, 

among and while (AmE also used in BrE) (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994:85). Lastly, the ending -

amme is used in a few words in BrE spelling, for example in programme, while it is not used 

in AmE spelling (program) (AmE sometimes used in BrE) (Larsson, 2012:131). 

In the next category, similar to some of the differences where the endings are changed, 

the BrE spelling is also preferred in AmE. The beginning of the word changes from en- to in- 

in words such as encase, endorse, enquire, ensure (BrE) and incase, indorse, inquire, insure 

(AmE) (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994:83). 

There are other words, when written in AmE, in which letters are left out, similar to 

some of the changes in endings. In the words mould, moult, smoulder (BrE) the u is dropped 

and the words become mold, molt, smolder (AmE) (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994:83). In 

loanwords from Greek and Latin like BrE encyclopaedia and manoeuvre the spelling changes 

from -ae/oe- to -e- and becomes AmE encyclopedia and maneuver (Larsson, 2012:131). 

In some words a consonant is doubled in AmE spelling and in others the consonant is 

doubled in BrE spelling. When a verb has a final -l and the endings -ed and -ing the l is 

doubled in the BrE spelling, for example in the word channelling, while it is not in the AmE 

spelling (channeling) (Larsson, 2012:131). The l is, on the other hand, doubled in AmE when 

the word has a stress is on the last syllable or has an ending that starts with a consonant, for 

example in the words instill, skillful (AmE) and instil, skilful (BrE) (Trudgill & Hannah, 

1994:85). A consonant at the end of a word is doubled in BrE spelling when the word’s 
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suffix
1
 starts with a vowel, as in the words counsellor and kidnapper, but the consonant is not 

doubled in the AmE spelling (counselor and kidnaper) (Trudgill & Hannah, 1994:84). 

Moreover, there are words that have different spelling in the two varieties, but follow no 

specific rule. For example, the words cheque, draught, jewellery, kerb, moustache, plough, 

sulphur, toffee, tyre, and whisky are spelled in this fashion in BrE and are spelled check, draft, 

jewelry, curb, mustache, plow, sulfur, taffy, tire, and whiskey in AmE (Trudgill, Hannah, 

1994:85). 

In a previous study executed in this field, Tove Larsson (2012) presents a corpus-based 

investigation done on spelling variation in the English writing of students in Sweden, Italy 

and Bulgaria based on British versus American norms. Larsson claims that previous research 

has shown that students in Sweden who write in English are inclined to use AmE spelling.  

In the study, Larsson used parts of one corpus that contained essays from the 1990s 

written by Swedish, Italian and Bulgarian university students (638,504 words) and parts of 

another corpus containing essays from 2007 written by students studying at the English 

Department of Stockholm University (910,324 words). The spelling differences in the 

categories -our/-or, -logue/-log, -tre/-ter, and -ce/-se were selected and by using the AntConc 

software the rate of occurrence of each word was investigated. 

The results in the two Swedish sub-corpora showed that 78% of the investigated words 

were spelled in BrE and 22% were spelled in AmE. These results were then compared to the 

results from the Italian and Bulgarian sub-corpora. 97% of the words were spelled in BrE and 

only 3% were spelled in AmE in the Italian sub-corpora, while 87% of the words were BrE 

spelling and 13% were AmE spelling in the Bulgarian sub-corpora. Based on these results, the 

conclusion was that British English is the preferred variety for students using English as a 

foreign language, in terms of spelling. 

2.2 Vocabulary differences in American and British English 

Trudgill and Hannah (1994:88) claim that there are four explanations as for why BrE and 

AmE vocabulary differs. The first is that when people immigrated to North America they 

encountered new objects and experiences that needed to be named. The second is the cultural 

and technological changes, such as the car, that have occurred after the two varieties diverged. 

The third is the influence of other languages. AmE has borrowed numerous words from an 

assortment of languages, for example Spanish and Yiddish, some of which have found their 

way into BrE. The last reason may be independent linguistic change. One variety might create 

                                                           
1
 Suffixes are small bits or elements that are added to the stem of a word (Yule:58-59). 
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new meanings for old words which the other has not, or might keep old fashioned words 

which the other variety has lost. 

Similar to the differences in spelling, differences in vocabulary can also be categorised. 

In the Cambridge Encyclopedia of the English Language (2003:308), David Crystal classifies 

the lexical differences between BrE and AmE into five different categories.  

The first category includes words that reflect cultural differences which have no 

synonyms in the other variety, for example AmE: Ivy League or BrE: A-levels. The second 

category contains words which have one meaning in one variety and a synonym in the other, 

e.g. BrE: state school and AmE: public school. The third category consists of words that have 

one shared meaning and one or more extra meanings that are specific to either AmE or BrE. 

The word caravan, for example, means ‘a group of travellers’ in both varieties, but in BrE it 

can also mean ‘a vehicle towed by a car’. The fourth category includes words that have one 

shared meaning and a synonym that is specific to either variety, e.g. both BrE and AmE have 

the word pharmacy while BrE also has chemist and AmE has drugstore. The last category 

consists of words that occur in both varieties but have different meanings in BrE and AmE, 

for example the AmE word flyover is the equivalent of BrE flypast while the BrE word flyover 

is the equivalent of AmE overpass (Crystal, 2003:308). 

Furthermore, it is important, as previously stated, to bear in mind the fact that some 

words are used in both varieties, but are more frequent in one of them (Crystal, 2003:308). An 

example is the words post and mail which are used in both varieties, but the former is more 

common in BrE and the latter in AmE. 

 There seem to be few studies on the use of the vocabulary of the two English varieties, 

while there are more analyses (Lane, 1976; Sanyal, 2013) on the actual differences and what 

consequences they could have on communication. One such analysis was conducted by Scott 

(2000), in which he wrote that the differences in vocabulary can have a negative effect on 

communication between people in the business world, making it more difficult. He started out 

by explaining how the differences in the two varieties have occurred and then went on 

classifying the vocabulary differences.   

In addition, Scott argues that words that have culture-specific meanings can cause 

difficulties for outsiders as well as native speaker because they do not realise that a different 

meaning is connected to the expression depending on which cultural context it is in.  

Lastly, Scott proposes a solution to the problem, which is to minimise vocabulary 

differences. He states that it is essential for those who are responsible for international 

business communication education and training of native and non-native English speakers to 
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take actions to overcome differences between AmE and BrE vocabulary. The first action, he 

proposes, is to use only English as the dominant language of international business. The 

second is that teachers must make pupils more aware of important vocabulary differences in 

English that could make intercultural communication confusing. The third is that teachers 

must develop and teach strategies, such as using several dictionaries and doing vocabulary 

search exercises, to bridge the vocabulary differences of English speakers.  

2.3 Non-finite complementation 

According to Biber et al (1999:658,753), a type of dependent clauses used to complete the 

connection in meaning to an accompanying verb or adjective of a higher clause is called 

complement clauses. The four main types of complement clauses are that-clauses (11), wh-

clauses (12), to-infinitive clauses (13), and ing-clauses (14). The first two clause types are 

finite, i.e. contain verbs in their finite forms, and the last two clause types are non-finite, i.e. 

contain verbs in their non-finite forms. 

(11) I thought that it as a good film. 

(12) I couldn’t think what it was. 

(13) We wanted to talk in front of my aunt. 

(14) He began crunching it gently but firmly.  (Biber et al, 1999:658) 

There are grammatical and discourse factors that separate the four clause types. One such 

factor is lexico-grammatical and indicates that some verbs can control one or more specific 

types of complement clauses (Biber et al, 1999:753ff). Given the fact that the grammatical 

focus of this study is on the non-finite complementation clauses this part of the study will now 

concentrate on those clause types. 

In the case of verbs that control both ing-clauses and to-clauses, semantic factors 

influence the choice. The meaning difference between an ing-clause and a to-clause depends 

on the controlling verb. A to-clause has a meaning that is more potential or hypothetical than 

the meaning of the matching ing-clause (Biber et al, 1999:757). This study will focus on 

aspectual verbs that control non-finite complements. This is due to the fact that the difference 

in meaning between to-clauses and ing-clauses is very subtle with those types of verbs, and 

because of the fact that in some cases the two clause types seem almost interchangeable (as is 

shown below). However, to illustrate how to- and ing- clauses are used and to explain the 

meaning differences between the clause types, four verbs from different semantic domains 

(desire, cognition, effort and aspect) are considered below. 
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Firstly, with the verb like, which is a verb of desire, the focus on hypothetical or 

potential events associated with to-clauses is relatively easy to identify. A hypothetical 

meaning is often expressed structurally, where these verbs with a to-clause (15) usually occur 

with the modal would. 

(15) I would like to cooperate. 

(16) I used to like being married very much.  (Biber et al, 1999:758) 

Secondly, with the verb remember, which is a verb of cognition, the events described in a to-

clause (17) has not occurred while the events described in an ing-clause (18) in fact has taken 

place. 

(17) I must remember to take that film out. 

(18) I remember going late at night.   (Biber et al, 1999:758) 

Thirdly, with the verb try, which is a verb of effort, the action in both types of clauses is more 

often than not potential in meaning. The major difference is that the to-clause (19) typically 

presents a specific action that a person attempts to do, while the ing-clause (20) typically 

offers a solution to a problem. 

(19) I try to be a cheerful person. 

(20) You ought to try taking some of them.                  (Biber et al, 1999:758-759) 

Lastly, with the verb start, which is an aspectual verb, the difference in meaning between the 

two clause types is very subtle, and in some cases the two seem almost interchangeable. The 

difference is often in potentiality, where, for example, the to-clause (21) can indicate an 

intention to begin an action, while the ing-clause (22) can indicate the event in question has 

actually begun to happen.  

(21) He started to answer, then shrugged. 

(22) The complaints have started coming in already.  (Biber et al, 1999:759) 

In the next few paragraphs previous research on the non-finite complementation clauses will 

be looked into. Mair (2006:126) states that gerundial complement clauses, i.e. ing-clauses, 

have been spreading since the Early Modern English period. This has, in some cases, led to 
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one type of construction being substituted for another and, in other cases, it has led to a 

differentiation in function between two or more complement clause types in today’s English.   

In one of his case studies, Mair (2006:127-128) uses corpora to conduct a historical 

investigation on the verb begin with regards to the increase of gerundial complementation 

clauses. The results from two British corpora, LOB and F-LOB, and two American corpora, 

Brown and Frown, show that usage of ing-clauses after begin has indeed risen in American 

English. The results also show a decrease in the use of to-clauses after begin in both British 

and American English.  

Moreover, Mair (2006:128-129) argues that for the verb start, a close synonym of 

begin, complement usage is different. Ever since start became a verb of inception through 

semantic change, gerund complements have been very common for this verb. In doing a 

corpus investigation of to-clauses and ing-clauses after start, similar to the one he did with 

begin, Mair found that the results show that nothing much has taken place in the periods that 

were studied (1961 compared to 1991/1992). 

2.4 English as a foreign language 

In view of the fact that this study is investigating how English is used by writers who are 

using it as a foreign language, a brief presentation will be given of the theory of English as 

spoken within circles and the theory of a World System of Englishes.  

Svartvik and Leech (2006:2ff) explain that English usage throughout the world can be 

seen in the form of three concentric circles. The first circle, which includes eight countries 

where most of the citizens speak English as first language, is referred to as the Inner Circle. 

English in the countries outside the Inner Circle has different societal functions and is as a 

result divided into two; The Outer Circle and the Expanding circle. Countries where English 

is a second language, but where most citizens are not native speakers, are placed in the Outer 

Circle. The Expanding Circle, on the other hand, includes most countries in the world, where 

English is learned and used as a foreign language. The standard or norms of the English 

language is set by the communities of native speakers in the Inner Circle and those norms are 

followed by the communities in the Expanding Circle (Svartvik and Leech, 2006:193ff).   

Another approach to English usage is offered by Mair (2013:260-261). He presents a 

theory of a World System of Englishes, where he suggests that English can be stratified into 

four hierarchical layers. The uppermost layer consists of the hyper-central variety, or ‘hub’, of 

the system, which is Standard American English. The second layer includes the super-central 

varieties such as Standard British and Australian English. The third layer contains central 
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varieties, for example Irish English and Jamaican English. The fourth comprises layer 

peripheral varieties, for instance Maltese English and Papua New Guinea English.  

Furthermore, Mair (2013:259ff) claims that the American standard has a global reach 

and the possibility to influence all other standard and non-standard varieties of English. He 

gives the example of movement in lexical borrowings which will usually be downward in the 

layers in the system. That is, American vocabulary is expected to occur massively in 

practically all other varieties, including British English. British vocabulary is found in 

American usage, but to not to the same extent. Another example of American English 

influence is the fact that British academic publishers might publish books following American 

spelling conventions, but the same does not happen for British spelling in American books. 

One more example is American cartoons for children which are shown in the original versions 

world-wide while British ones, on the other hand, get American voices when shown in the 

United States.  

Moreover, Mair (2013:258) argues that institutional support and demographic weight 

are two ways of measuring a variety’s social power. American English has the highest 

demographic weight and is additionally supported by institutional factors, for instance the 

United States’ economic, political, and military supremacy in the world. British English has 

fairly little demographic influence but strong institutional support, for example in foreign-

language teaching. 

The next paragraph relates to Swedish speakers and writers of English, given that their 

usage of English is the main focus of this study. Larsson (2012:129) states that there are two 

main factors that influence the preference for one variety of English over another for speakers 

and writers who have English as a foreign language. The first factor is general norms and 

traditions of teaching a certain variety and the second factor is media influence and exposure. 

She argues that British English is the variety that is most commonly taught at school, because 

teachers in Sweden have been found to commonly show a preference for that variety. 

Furthermore, Larsson claims that media influence and exposure appears to be an important 

factor to the growing preference for American English shown among Swedish students. 

This section of the essay has provided the necessary background for this study with a 

look at changes and differences in the two English language varieties as well as how English 

is used as a foreign language. The next section will explain and present what materials were 

used and by which methods the study was carried out. 
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3. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

3.1 Material 

The primary material for this study was three corpora containing texts written in English by 

Swedes which comprised a set of 497,740 words. The first corpus, the ‘Swedish English 

Newspaper Corpus’ (SWENC) was started in 2013 with material gathered by students at 

Linnaeus University. This corpus consisted of 164,366 words from articles in English written 

by Swedish writers, spanning from the years 2010 to 2013. These articles, consisting of news, 

debate and several political, economic, art and leisure articles, were collected from four online 

newspapers, namely Stockholm News, The Local, The Swedish Wire, and Svenskt Näringsliv. 

In order to create a material that could be unique and that could simultaneously be comparable 

with other accepted corpora, specific criteria were followed when acquiring the material to 

SWENC. The criteria were as follows: the articles should be made up of no less than 50 

words, they should be written by people who have Swedish as a first language, they should be 

written by the Swedish writers themselves, and a translation agency should not have been 

used for assistance. The publishers of the newspapers were contacted in cases where there was 

uncertainty. In the fall of 2014 new material was gathered by a different group of students at 

Linnaeus University. An additional 34,212 words were collected, using the same bases as for 

the previous collection, from the same newspapers as before in articles spanning from 2009 to 

2014. The aim of this new collection was to add new data to SWENC and for the corpus to 

reach a word count of around 200,000. After adding the new data and editing out articles that 

did not follow the specified criteria, SWENC consisted of 198,578 words.  

The second corpus was the ‘Corpus of English Tweets by Swedes’ (CETS). This corpus 

was started in the fall of 2014 and contains 35,793 words which were gathered from messages 

from the social media site Twitter.com. The tweets were gathered from known Swedish 

writers within the genre of music, sports, and human rights development as well as from a 

social media site called Curators of Sweden. The site, which was launched in December 2011, 

was initiated by Svenska Institutet and the aim was to rotate spokespersons, who used English 

to communicate, on the official Twitter account. The site gave information about each writer 

and therefore each spokesperson could be verified as Swedish. The tweets that were included 

in the corpus consisted of three words or more and any Swedish material and address repeats 

were excluded. 

The third corpus that was used as primary material in this study was the ‘Blogs in 

English by Swedes Corpus’ (BESC). This corpus contains 263,369 words consisting of 

personal blog entries written in English by Swedes which have not been edited by 
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organizations or by corporations. The same principles that were followed to gain material for 

SWENC were followed when attaining the material for BESC. The reason for using these 

three corpora, SWENC, CETS and BESC, as the primary material for this study was to give 

as broad an understanding as possible of the use of spelling, vocabulary and grammar by 

Swedish writers of English, by including different genres of texts.  

Lastly, the British English 2006 (BE06) and American English 2006 (AE06) corpora 

were used as a point of comparison to the Swedish corpora to give an overview of how 

spelling, vocabulary and grammar are used by British and American writers of English. The 

BE06 corpus contains 1,146,597 words and the AE06 corpus 1,175,965 words and both 

include texts from four different genres, namely news (A-B), non-fiction (D-H), learned (J), 

and fiction (K-R). The corpora were created after the Brown model to build contemporary 

corpora of British and American English and both corpora are a part of the Corpus Query 

Processor (CQBweb) maintained by Andrew Hardie. 

3.2 Method 

This is a corpus-based study of how Swedish writers of English use British English spelling, 

vocabulary and grammar compared to how they use American English spelling, vocabulary 

and grammar. Lindquist (2009:26) describes corpus-based as a study where corpora and 

quantitative methods are used to examine a problem within a specific linguistic theory. He 

defines quantitative methods as describing language and formulating hypotheses and theories 

by counting and using percentages and frequencies (Lindquist, 2009:25).  

Additionally, Lindquist (2009:25) points out that all quantitative studies must contain a 

component of qualitative method, i.e. making a close analysis. This study uses qualitative 

methods when deciding which categories of differences and which items in the results to use 

that are relevant to the topic. Another qualitative aspect is the comparison between the 

Swedish corpora and the AmE and BrE corpora, which analyses and contrasts the use of the 

two varieties by native and non-native writers of English.  

Moreover, because of the size differences between the corpora, to be able to do the 

comparison, the frequency in the results were normalised (Lindquist, 2011:41-42). In this case 

the number of tokens, i.e. the frequency of a single word (Lindquist, 2011:35), which were 

found were divided by the size of the corpora and then multiplied by 100,000 to give the 

results in words per hundred-thousand. To save time, by not having to go through all the 

material by hand, the search tool AntConc (Anthony, 2014) was used with the Swedish 

corpora in this study. 
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As previously stated, due to size limitations only one grammatical linguistic feature was 

examined in this study. The focus was on three verbs that allow non-finite complementation, 

namely begin, start and continue. Each verb was searched for individually in all the corpora 

including all tenses that allow both constructions, i.e. begin, begins, began, begun, start, 

starts, started, continue, continues and continued. Not all structures that appeared in the 

searches were relevant to the study and were subsequently excluded. When searching for 

begin to and begin *ing, the structure begin during something was excluded from the results. 

When searching for start to and start *ing, the structures from start to finish and start during 

something were excluded from the results. When searching for continue to and continue *ing, 

structures of continue to the followed by a noun and the structure continue during something 

were excluded. 

To assemble a full list of all vocabulary differences there are between BrE and AmE 

would be virtually impossible. For the purpose of this study, a list was compiled to act as a 

representative. The words were assembled with the help of works by Crystal (2006:309-310) 

and Trudgill & Hannah (1994:89ff), and Oxford University Press (2014, [www]). The whole 

list of vocabulary differences that were used is included in Appendix A. Not all sentences 

with the specified words that appeared in the searches were included in the results, because 

some words have several meanings in English. For example, the sentences with flat where the 

word meant the adjective or indicted a type of shoe were excluded. Furthermore, all the 

relevant inflectional and derivational forms of words were included in all searches of 

differences in vocabulary, for example the plural forms of the nouns. 

Moreover, in the search for differences in spelling, not all categories of the spelling 

differences were researched in this study. Since it would be too time-consuming to compile a 

list of all the irregular spelling differences that do not follow any specific rule that category 

was not investigated in this study. The categories that are not used in BrE and AmE spelling 

exclusively were, likewise, excluded. All the relevant inflectional and derivational forms of 

words were included in all searches of differences in spelling. However, words such as 

laborious and humorous were excluded, because the spelling no longer differs between BrE 

and AmE when a derivational suffix is added to the word stem (Larsson, 2012:134). The list 

of spelling differences used in this study is included in Appendix B. 

Because of the size of the BE06 and AE06 corpora, to search for each word in the 

spelling and vocabulary lists individually with all inflectional and derivational forms and then 

go through every instance to determine its relevancy would be too big an undertaking. 

Therefore, the comparison in spelling differences will only include three of the categories 
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which were among the most frequent in the Swedish corpora. Likewise only the ten most 

frequent BrE and the ten most frequent AmE words used in the Swedish corpora will be 

included in the comparison in vocabulary.  

3.3 Limitations and problems 

It should be noted that the corpus search tool AntConc can only search for the specified 

spelling of the words that are entered into the program. Therefore, potential misspellings of 

the lexical items chosen in the search for vocabulary as well as in the search for non-finite 

complementation are automatically excluded.  

The fact that the writers of the texts used in the collected material may have used a 

word-processing program such as Word also has to be taken into consideration when looking 

at the results of the spelling component of the study. In the word-processing program Word 

there is one option each for BrE and AmE and the writer has to choose one of the language’s 

varieties if they want the program to indicate errors. This choice can influence whether a 

writer’s spelling becomes BrE or AmE since the program spontaneously corrects the 

perceived error. 

Another thing to note is the composition of the Swedish corpora compared to the BrE 

and AmE corpora. SWENC, BESC and CETS do not include any texts from fiction or 

academia while BE06 and AE06 do not include texts from blogs or tweets. This should also 

be taken into consideration when looking at the results since not all genres are represented in 

all corpora. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This next section of the study presents and analyses the results that were found in the Swedish 

corpora and also compares them to the result that were found in the British and American 

corpora. The first features that will be investigated are spelling and vocabulary. The non-finite 

complementation will be examined in more detail in part 4.3 of the results.  

 
Figure 1. Usage of AmE and BrE spelling and vocabulary in SWENC, BESC and CETS: per 100,000 words 

Spelling Vocabulary

BrE 152.5 106.2

AmE 116.5 200
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Figure 1 illustrates the extent of AmE spelling and vocabulary usage in the Swedish corpora 

versus the BrE spelling and vocabulary usage. The results show that Swedish writers of 

English tend to use BrE spelling more than AmE spelling. Swedish writers of English also 

tend to use AmE vocabulary to a much larger extent than they use BrE vocabulary.  

Furthermore, the results in spelling differences seem, to some extent, to contradict what 

Mair (2013:259ff) suggested about the fact that the American Standard influences all non-

standard forms of English since the BrE spelling seems to be more popular among Swedish 

writers than AmE spelling. Moreover, the spelling results matches the results in Larsson’s 

study (2012), which showed that Swedish university students prefer to use BrE spelling. 

Given that British English is used in foreign language teaching, as both Mair (2013:258) and 

Larsson (2012:129) indicated, these results could imply that, in terms of spelling, Swedish 

writers of English are influenced by what is taught in school.  

The results in vocabulary differences, on the other hand, seem to be in keeping with 

Mair’s claim that American vocabulary is expected to occur massively in practically all other 

varieties (2013:259ff). Swedish English would, according to Mair’s theory, be a peripheral 

variety and is therefore influenced by American Standard English. In view of the fact that 

media influence and exposure appears to be an important factor to the growing preference for 

American English (Larsson, 2012:129), these results could indicate that, in terms of 

vocabulary, Swedish writers of English are inspired by, for example, what they see or hear on 

TV or in the movies. 

4.1 American English vs British English spelling 

This part of the results takes a closer look at the results in spelling differences as well as 

compares the English spelling of Swedish writers to that of the English spelling of American 

and British writers. Figure 2 illustrates the extent of BrE spelling usage versus AmE spelling 

usage in the Swedish corpora. 

 

Figure 2. Usage of BrE vs AmE spelling in SWENC, BESC, CETS: per 100,000 words 

our/or er/re oe,ae/e ou/o ogue/og ce/se double l
no double

l

double
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AmE 76.5 20.5 2.4 0 1.4 4.8 7.8 1.6 1.4
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Looking individually at each category of spelling differences, the results show that Swedish 

writers of English tend to use BrE spelling in all but two of the categories, namely words 

ending with –our in BrE and –or in AmE and words spelled without double l in BrE and with 

double l in AmE. The next figures (3, 4, and 5) illustrate the extent of AmE versus BrE 

spelling usage in AE06 and BE06 with three of the categories which were among the most 

frequent in the Swedish corpora. 

 
Figure 3. Usage of –our vs –or spelling in AE06 and BE06: per 100,000 words 

 

 
Figure 4. Usage of –re vs –er spelling in AE06 and BE06: per 100,000 words 

 
Figure 5. Usage of double l vs no double l spelling in AE06 and BE06; per 100,000 words 
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The results show that, as Trudgill & Hannah (1994) and Larsson (2012) suggested, the 

preferred spelling for BrE writers seem to be -our and -re in word that allow those endings. 

The same goes for verbs that have a final -l and the endings -ed and -ing, where the results 

show that the doubling of the l appears to be the preferred spelling in BrE. Similarly, the 

results show that, as Trudgill & Hannah (1994) and Larsson (2012) claimed, the preferred 

spelling for AmE writers seems to be -or, -er and no doubling of the l. 

However, the results in figures 3, 4, and 5 also show that in each category there are 

instances where BrE spelling (23, 24, and 25) is used in AmE and the other way around (26, 

27, and 28), which is illustrated in the examples below: 

(23) …and suddenly understood his awful behaviour… (AE06, G01) 

(24) …Ballroom is also a centre for film screenings and music. (AE06, J62) 

(25) Finally, after years of travelling, she'd come home. (AE06, P04) 

(26) …see valid Christian behavior as entirely Scripture-led… (BE06, D06) 

(27) …was acquired for a music center… (BE06, L01) 

(28) …nothing to stop them traveling alone themselves. (BE06, K07) 

4.2 American English vs British English vocabulary 

This next part of the results takes a closer look at the findings in vocabulary differences as 

well as compares the English vocabulary of Swedish writers to that of the English vocabulary 

of American and British writers.  

As was shown in figure 1, Swedish writers of English tend to use a considerably larger 

amount of AmE vocabulary than BrE vocabulary. However, when each word, which had at 

least one token, is looked at individually (results included in Table1 and 2 in Appendix C), in 

terms of frequency, the results show that some BrE words that have an equivalent in AmE is 

the preferred choice for Swedish writers. For example, the BrE word mobile is used more than 

the corresponding AmE word cell. The Swedish word for mobile is the very similar word 

mobil, which could be one explanation as for why Swedish writer of English prefer to use the 

BrE word instead of the AmE one. Another example is the BrE word sofa, which was not 

used to a lesser extent than the AmE equivalent couch. The same explanation for that 

occurrence could be used here, because the Swedish word for sofa is soffa. Below are some 

examples (29, 30, 31 and 32) to illustrate how the words mobile and sofa are used by Swedish 

writers: 
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(29) … after 2 seconds I reached for my  mobile… (BESC, blogs) 

(30) Mobiles have a memory where you can store… (SWENC, news) 

(31) … just sold our sofa haha… (BESC, blogs) 

(32) … hiding beneath a blanket in the sofa. (CETS, tweets) 

The next two figures (6 and 7) demonstrate the extent of BrE and AmE vocabulary usage in 

AE06 and BE06 with the ten most frequent BrE and the ten most frequent AmE words used in 

the Swedish corpora.  

 
Figure 6. Usage of BrE vocabulary in AE06 and BE06: per 100,000 words 

 
Figure 7. Usage of AmE vocabulary in AE06 and BE06: per 100,000 words 

The results show that the top ten words that are ascribed as being BrE are used more in BrE 

texts and that the top ten words that are ascribed as being AmE are used more in AmE texts. 

However, there is one exception in the BrE vocabulary results. The BrE word wallet occurs 

more often in AmE texts than in BrE texts. More research needs to be conducted to find out if 
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the first results hold for most of the words that are ascribed as belonging to one or the other 

variety.  

Moreover, the results show that Mair’s (2013) claim that AmE vocabulary is expected 

to occur massively in British English is true to some extent. As can be seen in figure 7 

compared to figure 6, there is more AmE vocabulary in BrE texts then there is BrE 

vocabulary in AmE texts. The examples below (33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 and 39) illustrate how 

the AmE vocabulary from figure 7 is used in BrE: 

(33) …I stopped off at Don's apartment… (BE06, G28) 

(34) … Rooney could use another game after his recent month's absence… (BE06, A44) 

(35) It will make about 20 cookies. (BE06, A28) 

(36) …we had us our place, me and my Mom… (BE06, L10) 

(37) … went to a phone box to call the police. (BE06, A19) 

(38) … still wore a sweater that was more than thirty years old… (BE06, F30) 

(39) The very business of vacations alone at the English schools… (BE06, F10) 

As the results have shown there are some big differences in vocabulary and some might, as 

Scott (2000) suggested, cause difficulties in communication between people using the two 

varieties. This may be especially true for Americans, who use much less BrE vocabulary, and 

could be one of the reasons why there is so much translation of BrE spelling and vocabulary 

when books are published in the U.S, as Mair (2013) claimed.  

4.3 American English vs British English non-finite complementation 

The last feature to be investigated in this study is the non-finite complementation following 

the verbs begin, start and continue. Figure 8 illustrates the extent of usage of to-clauses and 

ing-clauses with the selected verbs in the Swedish, British and American corpora. 

 
Figure 8. Usage of to-clauses vs ing-clauses with the verbs begin, start and continue: per 100,000 words 

SWENC, BESC, CETS AE06 BE06

to-clause 33.6 32.3 31.2

ing-clause 23.9 23.2 14.7
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As can be seen in the results above Swedish writers of English prefer to use to-clauses as 

complementation to the verbs begin, start and continue. However, if those results are 

compared to the usage of non-finite complementation of AmE and BrE writers it is clear that 

all varieties use to-clauses more frequently than the gerund construction. It is the frequency of 

ing-clauses that show which variety of English the Swedish writers take after. The results in 

figure 8 show that BrE writers prefer to use ing-clauses to a lesser extent than both Swedish 

and AmE writers. The English of Swedish writers seem to emulate the non-finite 

complementation usage of American English rather than British English. The examples below 

illustrate a few instances from the material where Swedish English grammar usage (40, 42, 

and 44) follows AmE grammar usage (41, 43, and 45): 

(40) Begun reading a new book… (BESC, blogs) 

(41) …she had just begun reading about the disease… (AE06, J26) 

(42) …and start playing straight away… (SWENC, news) 

(43) …my band starts playing serious gigs… (AE06, P21)  

(44) … if I wanted to continue growing I couldn't… (SWENC, news) 

(45) … in a good position to continue growing at a moderate pace… (AE06, H20) 

The comparison of non-finite complementation between AmE and BrE in this study 

corroborates the results in Mair’s studies (2006). The findings show that the increase, that 

Mair observed, of ing-clauses in American English from 1960 to 1992 can still be seen in 

AmE usage today, twenty years later. The last three figures illustrate the extent of usage of to-

clauses and ing-clauses with the verbs begin (figure 9), start (figure 10) and continue (figure 

11) individually in all the corpora. 

 
Figure 9. Usage of begin to vs begin V-ing: per 100,000 words 
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The results in figure 9 show that non-finite complementation, overall, following the verb 

begin is fairly infrequent in usage for Swedish writers of English. The findings also show that 

similar to both AmE and BrE to-clauses are used more often than ing-clauses after begin, 

even though AmE still seem to use more ing-clauses than BrE. The following examples 

illustrate the Swedish (46), American English (47), and British English (48) usage of to-

clauses after the verb begin: 

(46) It has begun to increase again. (SWENC, news) 

(47) With this data, we can begin to seriously debate… (AE06, A33) 

(48) You begin to think this could be it. (BE05, E26) 

 
Figure 10. Usage of start to vs start V-ing: per 100,000 words 

The results in figure 10 show that non-finite complementation following the verb start is more 

frequent in the English of Swedish writers than in the English of both American and British 

writers. The findings also show that with all three varieties, even BrE marginally, ing-clauses 

are more commonly used after start than to-clauses. These results are in keeping with Mair’s 

claim that gerund complements are very common for this verb (2006:128-129). The examples 

below illustrate the usage of ing-clauses following start in the English of Swedish (49), 

American (50), and Brits (51) writers: 

(49) … I will start working at my elementary school again. (BESC, blogs) 

(50) But when I started selling so much, they fired me… (AE06, E35) 

(51) Ladies may have started attending funerals in Manchester… (BE06, C09) 
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Figure 11. Usage of continue to vs continue V-ing: per 100,000 words 

The results in figure 11 show that ing-clauses are much less frequent than to-clauses 

following the verb continue in all varieties. Even AmE writers seem to use ing-clauses to a 

much lesser extent than to-clauses. The following examples illustrate the Swedish (52), 

American (53), and British English (54) usage of to-clauses after the verb continue: 

(52) …for the agency to continue to develop… (CETS, tweets) 

(53) … as Canidy continued to walk the ten-plus kilometers… (AE06, N24) 

(54) … they will continue to provide a good test of ability. (BE06, F44) 

5. CONCLUSION 

The aim of this study was to discover whether Swedish writers use American or British 

spelling, vocabulary and grammar when writing a text in English. The research questions that 

were considered in order to realise this aim were the following: 

1. In terms of frequency, how do Swedish writers of English use American English 

spelling compared to British English spelling? 

2. In terms of frequency, how do Swedish writers of English use American English 

vocabulary compared to British English vocabulary?  

3. In terms of frequency, how do Swedish writers of English use the to-infinitive and the 

gerund construction as complements to the verbs begin, start, and continue? 

To accomplish the aim of this study, three corpora containing English by Swedish writers 

were used as a source for the examination. Utilising existing corpora as well as collecting new 

material for the study proved to be beneficial since the basis for the investigation became 

much broader. Even though the Swedish corpora that were studied were fairly small, which 
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might make generalisations about Swedish writers’ English usage harder, observations could 

nonetheless be made.  

Moreover, the method that was used in this study should be commented upon. A 

quantitative method combined with its qualitative features showed to be appropriate for this 

thesis. It offered a comprehensive understanding of how Swedish writers use the British 

English versus the American English variety of written English.  

By answering the research questions within the results, the aim of the study has been 

reached. The findings seem to be in line with other research on the topic and most 

observations were not all that unexpected. Nevertheless, this study and its results might 

interest those who are fascinated by variation in the English of non-natives, corpus-studies, or 

linguistics in general. 

The results seem to suggest that when it comes to spelling, Swedish writers of English, 

in terms of frequency, tend to use British English. These results, in turn, suggest that Swedish 

writers, in connection to spelling, are influenced by the variety of English that they are taught 

in school, since British English is the preferred variety to be taught by Swedish instructors 

(Larsson, 2012). The findings in this study are consistent with the results from Larsson’s 

(2012) study which showed that university students from Sweden, Italy, and Bulgaria use 

more BrE spelling when writing in English. 

When it comes to vocabulary, the results seem to indicate that Swedish writers of 

English, in terms of frequency, tend to use a significant amount of American English. That 

points to Swedish writers of English, in connection to vocabulary, being influenced by what 

they hear and see on TV, in the movies, on the internet, and on the radio, because media and 

exposure appears to be an important factor for the preference of American English (Larsson, 

2012). Moreover, the results appear to be in agreement with Mair’s (2013:259ff) claim that 

American vocabulary is expected to occur massively in practically all other varieties and that 

borrowings usually occur downward in the layers in the World System of Englishes.  

When it comes to non-finite complementation, the results imply that Swedish writers of 

English, in terms of frequency, tend to imitate the American English usage rather than the 

British English, because British English writers prefer to use ing-clauses, i.e. the gerund 

construction, to a lesser extent than American English writers. While the to-infinitive is used 

more than the gerund construction by Swedish writers, it is the fact that there is a high 

frequency of ing-clauses in their texts that shows that the AmE variety is in fact the variety of 

English which the Swedish writers emulate. Further research needs to be done on other 

grammatical features that differ between the varieties to be able to make generalisations about 
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the grammar usage of Swedish writers of English. Moreover, the comparison between the 

British and the American corpora showed that Mair’s (2006) observations about an increase in 

the use of ing-clauses in AmE can still be seen in contemporary AmE usage.   

In conclusion, the results in this study seem to indicate that, when it comes to 

vocabulary and non-finite complementation, the American standard has a global reach and the 

possibility to influence other standard and non-standard varieties of English, just as Mair 

suggested (2013:259ff). When it comes to spelling, on the other hand, the American standard 

seems not to have the same amount of influence, which is also supported by the results in 

Larsson’s (2012) study. Additionally, as Svartvik and Leech (2006:193ff) state, the standard 

or norms of the English language is set by the communities of native speakers in the Inner 

Circle and that those norms are followed by the communities in the Expanding Circle. It 

would be feasible to say, given the results, that the English of Swedish writers adheres to that 

assumption since it is influenced by both BrE and AmE standards. 

Lastly, a difference between the British and American varieties of English, which has 

not been discussed or examined as a part of this study, is pronunciation. This could be a topic 

for further investigation along with which variety’s pronunciation would be the preferred one 

for non-native speakers of English.   
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APPENDIX A 

Vocabulary 

British English   American English 

accelerator   gas pedal 

accommodation   accommodations  

action replay   instant replay  

aerial    antenna (car) 

aerofoil    airfoil  

aeroplane    airplane  

agony aunt    advice columnist  

Allen key    Allen wrench  

aluminium    aluminum  

American football  football 

aniseed    anise  

anticlockwise   counterclockwise  

articulated lorry   tractor-trailer  

asymmetric bars   uneven bars  

aubergine    eggplant  

autumn   fall 

baking tray    cookie sheet  

bank holiday   legal holiday  

bath    bathtub 

beetroot    beet(s)  

bill     check  

biscuit    cookie/cracker  

black economy   underground economy  

blanket bath    sponge bath  

blind     shade (window) 

block of flats   apartment building  

boiler suit    coveralls  

bonnet   hood (car) 

boob tube    tube top  

bookshop   bookstore 

boot    trunk (car) 

bottom drawer  hope chest  

bowler   derby (hat) 

bowls lawn    bowling  

braces    suspenders  

brawn     headcheese  

breakdown van   tow truck  

breeze block    cinder block  

bridging loan   bridge loan  

bumbag    fanny pack  

buttocks   fanny 

camp bed   cot 

candyfloss    cotton candy  

caravan   trailer/camper/mobile home 

car park    parking lot  
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casualty    emergency room  

catapult    slingshot  

central reservation   median strip  

chemist    drugstore/pharmacy 

chest of drawers  bureau 

chips    French fries/fries  

cinema    movie theater/the movies  

cling film    plastic wrap 

clothes peg   clothespin 

coffin   casket 

commercial traveller  traveling salesman  

common seal   harbor seal 

communication cord  emergency cord  

conscription   draft 

consumer durables   durable goods  

cooker   stove 

cornflour    corn starch  

cos     Romaine (lettuce) 

cot     crib  

cot death    crib death  

cotton bud    cotton swab  

cotton wool    absorbent cotton  

council estate   housing project  

county town   county seat 

courgette    zucchini  

court card    face card  

crash barrier    guardrail  

credit account  charge account 

crisps    chips/potato chips  

crocodile clip   alligator clip  

cross-ply    bias-ply  

current account   checking account  

curtains   drapes 

custard   pudding 

danger money   hazard pay  

demister    defroster (car) 

dialling tone    dial tone  

diamante    rhinestone  

dinner jacket   tuxedo 

diversion   detour (road sign) 

doll’s house   dollhouse 

double cream   heavy cream  

drapery/soft goods  dry goods 

draughts   checkers  

drawing pin    thumbtack  

dressing gown   robe/bathrobe  

drink-driving   drunk driving  

drinks cupboard   liquor cabinet  

drinks party   cocktail party  

driving licence   driver’s license  
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dual carriageway   divided highway  

dummy    pacifier  

dungarees   overalls 

dust sheet    drop cloth  

dustbin    garbage can  

dustbin   ash can 

dynamo   generator 

earth      ground (electrical) 

egg custard   custard 

eiderdown   comforter 

engaged    busy (phone) 

engine driver   engineer (train) 

estate agent    real estate agent, realtor  

estate car    station wagon  

ex-directory    unlisted  

extractor fan   exhaust fan 

face flannel    washcloth  

faith school   parochial school  

financial year   fiscal year  

fire brigade/service   fire company/department  

first floor    second floor  

first year member  rookie 

fish finger    fish stick  

fitted carpet    wall-to-wall carpeting  

flat     apartment  

flautist   flutist 

flex    electric cord 

flexitime    flextime  

flick knife    switchblade  

flyover    overpass  

football    soccer  

French windows  French doors 

fringe    bangs  

full board   American plan (hotels) 

full stop    period  

garden    yard/lawn  

gearing   leverage (finance) 

gear lever    gearshift  

Girl Guide/Guide  Girl Scout 

goods train    freight train  

greaseproof paper   wax paper/waxed paper  

green fingers   green thumb  

to grill   to broil 

grill    broiler  

ground floor    first floor  

groundsman    groundskeeper  

guard    conductor (train) 

guard’s van   caboose 

hair grip   bobby pin 

hairslide    barrette 
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hall of residence  dormitory 

handbag   purse  

hat stand    hat rack  

hen night    bachelorette party  

hire purchase   installment plan  

hob     stovetop  

hoarding   billboard 

holdall    carryall  

holiday    vacation  

holidaymaker   vacationer  

home help   homemaker 

homely    homey  

hosepipe     hose  

hot flush    hot flash  

houseman   intern 

housing estate   housing development  

hundreds and thousands   sprinkles 

ice    ice cream  

ice lolly    Popsicle  

icing sugar    confectioners’ sugar  

immersion heater  hot water heater 

indicator    turn signal  

Inland Revenue  Internal Revenue Service 

inside leg    inseam 

interval   intermission 

ironmongers   hardware store 

jam    jelly 

jeans    blue jeans 

jelly     Jell-O 

jelly babies    jelly beans  

joint    roast (noun) 

jug    pitcher 

jumble sale    rummage sale  

jump lead    jumper cable  

jumper    sweater, pullover  

junior school   elementary school  

kennel    doghouse  

knave   jack (cards) 

knickers   underpants 

knickerbockers  knickers 

ladybird    ladybug  

lavatory/toilet  bathroom 

lead    leash 

lemonade   lemon soda 

a lettuce    a head of lettuce  

level crossing   grade crossing  

line    track (railway) 

lift     elevator  

lollipop lady/man   crossing guard  

loo     john (toilet) 
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loose cover    slipcover  

lorry     truck  

loudhailer    bullhorn  

lounge suit   business suit 

low loader    flatbed truck  

lucky dip    grab bag  

luggage   baggage 

luggage van    baggage car  

maize/sweet corn  corn  

to make a reservation  to book 

mangetout    snow pea  

market garden   truck farm  

marshalling yard   railroad yard 

marrow   squash 

match   game  

maths    math  

metalled road   paved road  

mince   ground/chopped meat 

mobile phone/mobile   cell phone/cell 

monkey tricks  monkeyshines  

motorcar   automobile 

motorway    expressway/highway/freeway 

mudguard   fender 

mudflap   splash guard 

mum/mummy   mom/mommy  

nail varnish   nail polish 

nappy    diaper  

needlecord    pinwale 

net curtains   sheers  

newsagent   newsdealer 

newsreader    newscaster  

nightdress   nightgown 

nil    zero/nothing 

note    bill (money) 

notice board   bulletin board 

nought   zero 

noughts and crosses   tic-tac-toe  

number plate   license plate  

off-licence    liquor store/package store  

opencast mining   open-pit mining  

ordinary share   common stock  

oven glove    oven mitt  

overall   smock 

paddling pool   wading pool  

pancake   crepe 

pants    underpants 

paracetamol    acetaminophen  

paraffin   karosene 

parting    part (hair) 

patience    solitaire  (cards) 
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pavement/footway  sidewalk  

pay packet    pay envelope  

pedestrian crossing   crosswalk  

peg     clothespin  

pelmet    valance  

petrol    gas/gasoline 

petrol cap   gas tank door  

to phone/ring   to call  

pharmacist   druggist 

physiotherapy   physical therapy  

pillar box   mailbox 

pinafore    dress jumper  

plain flour    all-purpose flour 

planning permission  building permit  

pocket money   allowance 

polo neck    turtleneck  

positive discrimination   reverse discrimination  

postal vote    absentee ballot  

post     mail  

post code    zip code  

potato crisp    potato chip  

power point    electrical outlet/socket 

pram    baby buggy/carriage  

prawn cocktail  shrimp cocktail 

press stud    snap  

press-up    pushup  

primary school  elementary school 

private soldier   GI  

public school   private school  

public transport   public transportation  

pudding   dessert 

punchbag    punching bag 

puncture   flat 

pushchair   stroller 

purse    changepurse  

pylon    utility pole  

quantity surveyor   estimator  

queue    line 

racecourse   racetrack (horses)  

racing car    race car  

railway    railroad  

railway station  depot 

real tennis    court tennis  

reception clerk  desk clerk 

recorded delivery   certified mail  

registration plate   license plate  

remould     retread (tire) 

removal van   moving van 

reverse the charges   call collect  

reversing lights   back-up lights  
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right-angled triangle   right triangle  

ring road    beltway  

rise    raise (salary) 

room only    European plan (hotels) 

roundabout     carousel (fair) 

roundabout   traffic circle (road) 

rowing boat    rowboat  

rubber   eraser 

rubbish/refuse  garbage 

sailing boat    sailboat  

saloon     sedan (car) 

saltcellar   saltshaker 

sandpit    sandbox  

sandwich cake   layer cake  

sanitary towel   sanitary napkin 

scone    biscuit  

second year student  sophomore 

self-raising flour   self-rising flour  

share option    stock option 

shop assistant  salesclerk  

show house/home   model home 

sideboard   buffet 

sidelight   parking light 

signal box   signal tower  

silencer    muffler (car) 

silverside    rump roast  

sitting room   living room 

skimmed milk   skim milk  

skipping rope   jump rope  

skirting board   baseboard  

sledge    sled  

sleeper    railroad tie/crosstie  

sleeping car   pullman car (train) 

sleeping partner   silent partner  

slip road   ramp 

slowcoach    slowpoke  

sofa    couch 

solicitor    lawyer  

soya/soya bean   soy/soybean  

spanner   wrench 

spirits   liquor 

splashback    backsplash  

sports   track meet 

spring onion    green onion/scallion 

stag night    bachelor party 

stalls    orchestra 

standard lamp  floorlamp 

Stanley knife   utility knife  

starter    appetizer  

state school    public school  
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stone    pit (fruit) 

stopcock   valve 

subway   pedestrian underpass/tunnel 

surtitle    supertitle  

suspender   garter 

swede    rutabaga  

sweet(s)    candy  

swing door   swinging door 

swiss roll   jelly roll 

tailback   back-up 

take away    takeout/to go  

tap    faucet 

taxi rank    taxi stand  

tea towel    dish towel 

telegraph pole  telephone pole 

telephone box/kiosk  telephone/phone booth  

terraced house   row house 

The Plough   Big Dipper  

third-party insurance  liability insurance 

tick     check mark  

to tick   to check 

ticket tout    scalper  

tights    pantyhose  

timber    lumber  

tin    can 

tipper lorry   dump truck 

titbit     tidbit  

toffee apple    candy apple 

torch    flashlight 

touch wood    knock on wood  

trade union    labor union  

trading estate   industrial park  

trainers    sneakers  

tram     streetcar/cable car  

transport cafe   truck stop  

treacle   molasses 

trolley/shopping trolley  shopping cart  

trousers   pants 

trouser suit   pants suit 

truck    flatcar (train) 

tube    subway 

turn-up   cuff (trouser) 

twelve-bore    twelve-gauge  

unalike    unlike  

underground    subway 

undertaker   mortician  

vacuum flask   thermos bottle  

vegetable/flower garden  garden 

verge     shoulder (road) 

vest     undershirt  
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veterinary surgeon   veterinarian  

waggon/carriage  car (train) 

waistcoat    vest  

walking frame   walker  

wallet   billfold 

wardrobe/cupboard   closet  

water ice    Italian ice  

weatherboard   clapboard  

WC    rest room 

whisky   scotch 

white coffee    coffee with cream  

white spirit    mineral spirits  

wholemeal bread   whole-wheat bread  

windcheater    windbreaker 

window winder  window roller (car) 

windscreen    windshield  

wing    fender (car) 

wing mirror   side mirror (car) 

worktop    countertop  

Yale lock    cylinder lock  

zebra crossing   crosswalk  

zip     zipper 
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APPENDIX B 

Spelling 

British English   American English 

ardour   ardor 

clamour   clamor 

demeanour   demeanor 

endeavour   endeavor 

tumour   tumor 

colour   color 

flavour   flavor 

harbour    harbor 

honour   honor 

humour   humor 

labour   labor 

neighbour   neighbor 

rumour   rumor 

armour   armor 

arbour    arbor 

behaviour    behavior 

favour    favor 

odour   odor 

vapour   vapor 

saviour   savior 

savour   savor 

rigour   rigor 

calibre   caliber 

centre   center 

fibre   fiber 

goitre    goiter 

litre    liter 

lustre   luster 

meagre   meager 

metre   meter 

mitre   miter 

nitre   niter  

ochre   ocher 

reconnoitre    reconnoiter 

sabre   saber 

saltpetre   saltpeter 

sepulchre   sepulcher 

sombre    somber 

spectre    specter 

theatre    theater 

titre   titer 

manoeuvre   maneuver 

anaemia   anemia 

anaemic   anemic 

anaesthesia   anesthesia 
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anaesthetic   anesthetic 

caecum   cecum 

caesarean   cesarean 

caesium   cesium 

diarrhoea   diarrhea  

encyclopaedia   encyclopedia 

aether   ether 

faeces   feces 

foetal   fetal 

gonorrhoea   gonorrhea 

gynaecology    gynecology 

gynaecologist  gynecologist 

haemoglobin   hemoglobin 

haemophilia    hemophilia 

leukaemia    leukemia 

oedema   edema 

oesophagus    esophagus 

oestrogen    estrogen  

orthopaedic    orthopedic 

palaeontology  paleontology 

palaeontologist  paleontologist 

paediatric   pediatric 

paediatrician   pediatrician 

homoeopath   homeopath 

mediaeval   medieval 

foetid    fetid  

foetus   fetus 

aesthetic   esthetic 

archaeology   archeology 

amoeba   ameba  

mould   mold    

moult   molt 

smoulder   smolder 

analogue    analog  

catalogue   catalog  

dialogue   dialog  

monologue     monolog 

licence (noun)  license (noun and verb) 

defence    defense  

offence    offense   

pretence    pretense 

cancelled   canceled  

cancelling   canceling 

counselled   counseled 

counselling   counseling  

labelled   labeled 

labelling   labeling 

levelled   leveled 

levelling   leveling 

marvelled   marveled 
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marvelling   marveling 

medalled   medaled 

medalling   medaling 

modelled   modeled 

modelling   modeling 

panelling   paneling 

panelled   paneled  

quarrelled   quarreled 

quarrelling   quarreling 

signalling   signaling 

signalled   signaled 

travelling   traveling 

travelled   traveled 

equalling   equaling 

initialled   initialed 

fuelling   fueling 

fuelled   fueled 

dialled   dialed 

dialling   dialing 

counsellor   counselor 

councillor   councilor 

cruellest   cruelest 

traveller    traveler 

tranquillise   tranquilise 

tranquillising   tranquilising 

duellist    duelist  

medallist    medalist  

panellist   panelist  

kidnapper   kidnaper 

kidnapping   kidnaping 

kidnapped   kidnaped 

libellous   libelous 

marvellous   marvelous 

worshipping   worshiping 

worshipped   worshiped 

wilful   willful 

skilful   skillful 

thraldom   thralldom 

appal   appall 

fulfil   fulfill  

fulfilment   fulfillment 

enrolment   enrollment 

instalment   installment 

distil    distill 

instil   instill 

enrol   enroll 

enthralment   enthrallment 

enthral   enthrall 
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APPENDIX C 

Table 1. Usage of British English vocabulary in SWENC, BESC and CETS 

British English 

vocabulary 

Number 

of 

tokens 

Normalised frequency 

(per 100,000) 

autumn 74 14.87 

jeans 37 7.43 

holiday 31 6.23 

mobile (phone) 28 5.63 

railway 28 5.63 

trade union 27 5.42 

football 26 5.23 

flat (living space) 21 4.22 

mum 20 4.02 

wallet 20 4.02 

wardrobe 16 3.21 

sofa 15 3.01 

match (competition) 14 2.81 

sweets 13 2.61 

petrol 12 2.41 

trousers 12 2.41 

truck (of train) 10 2.01 

handbag 9 1.81 

line (for train) 9 1.81 

cinema 8 1.61 

mobile phone 7 1.41 

luggage 6 1.21 

public transport 6 1.21 

queue 6 1.21 

accommodation 5 1.00 

starter (the dish) 5 1.00 

jam 4 0.80 

cupboard 3 0.60 

current account 3 0.60 

maths 3 0.60 

timber 3 0.60 

toilet (WC) 3 0.60 

tube (underground) 3 0.60 

car park 2 0.40 

coffin 2 0.40 

lift (elevator) 2 0.40 

motorway 2 0.40 

tap (for water) 2 0.40 

tin (canister) 2 0.40 

trainers (shoes) 2 0.40 

aluminium 1 0.20 

American football 1 0.20 

baking tray 1 0.20 
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Table 2. Usage of American English vocabulary in SWENC, BESC and CETS 

American English 

vocabulary 

Number 

of 

tokens 

Normalised frequency 

(per 100,000) 

apartment 132 26.52 

nail polish/polish 77 15.47 

fall (the season) 68 13.66 

game 56 11.25 

cookie 54 10.85 

mom  54 10.85 

call (make a phone call) 45 9.04 

candy 36 7.23 

sweater 31 6.23 

vacation 30 6.03 

to book 29 5.83 

pants 26 5.23 

closet 18 3.62 

truck  18 3.62 

couch 15 3.01 

sneakers 14 2.81 

yard (garden) 14 2.81 

bath (tub) 1 0.20 

biscuit 1 0.20 

blinds 1 0.20 

boot (of car) 1 0.20 

cling film 1 0.20 

cooker 1 0.20 

diversion (road sign) 1 0.20 

estate agent 1 0.20 

fringe 1 0.20 

full stop 1 0.20 

ice (ice-cream) 1 0.20 

lorry 1 0.20 

mince (meat) 1 0.20 

mummy 1 0.20 

phone (make a call) 1 0.20 

pram 1 0.20 

primary school 1 0.20 

railway station 1 0.20 

refuse (rubbish) 1 0.20 

ring (make a call) 1 0.20 

rowing boat 1 0.20 

share option 1 0.20 

to tick (on a list) 1 0.20 

tram 1 0.20 

zip 1 0.20 

Total 529 106.2 
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bathroom 13 2.61 

bill (money) 13 2.61 

pharmacy 13 2.61 

cell (phone) 11 2.21 

corn 11 2.21 

dessert 11 2.21 

lawyer 10 2.01 

all-purpose flour 9 1.81  

mail 7 1.41 

real estate agent 7 1.41 

track (for train) 7 1.41 

ice cream 6 1.21 

molasses 6 1.21 

soy 6 1.21 

chips 5 1.00 

living room 5 1.00 

airplane 4 0.80 

to check (on a list) 4 0.80 

heavy cream 4 0.80 

lawn 4 0.80 

line (a row) 4 0.80 

subway 4 0.80 

vest 4 0.80 

zero 4 0.80 

cell phone 3 0.60 

diaper 3 0.60 

fiscal year 3 0.60 

garbage 3 0.60 

gas (the fuel) 3 0.60 

plastic wrap 3 0.60 

railroad 3 0.60 

beet 2 0.40 

can (canister) 2 0.40 

countertop 2 0.40 

crib 2 0.40 

drugstore 2 0.40 

emergency room 2 0.40 

Girl scout 2 0.40 

hardware store 2 0.40 

highway 2 0.40 

housing project 2 0.40 

liquor 2 0.40 

mailbox 2 0.40 

math 2 0.40 

period (dot) 2 0.40 

purse (bag) 2 0.40 

realtor 2 0.40 

row house 2 0.40 
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sidewalk 2 0.40 

stove 2 0.40 

accommodations 1 0.20 

apartment building 1 0.20 

automobile 1 0.20 

bachelorette party  1 0.20 

baggage 1 0.20 

bathtub 1 0.20 

billboard 1 0.20 

bookstore 1 0.20 

carousel 1 0.20 

corn starch 1 0.20 

cotton candy 1 0.20 

cracker 1 0.20 

cuff  1 0.20 

depot  1 0.20 

drunk driving 1 0.20 

eggplant 1 0.20 

elementary school 1 0.20 

eraser 1 0.20 

faucet 1 0.20 

flex time 1 0.20 

(French) fries 1 0.20 

gasoline 1 0.20 

generator 1 0.20 

industrial park 1 0.20 

intermission 1 0.20 

jelly roll 1 0.20 

knock on wood 1 0.20 

leverage (finance) 1 0.20 

leash 1 0.20 

liquor cabinet 1 0.20 

liquor store 1 0.20 

the movies 1 0.20 

pantyhose 1 0.20 

rhinestone 1 0.20 

rookie 1 0.20 

scallion 1 0.20 

sedan 1 0.20 

sled 1 0.20 

snow pea 1 0.20 

tidbit 1 0.20 

to-go 1 0.20 

trailer  1 0.20 

tuxedo 1 0.20 

vest 1 0.20 

wax paper 1 0.20 

windshield 1 0.20 
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zipper 1 0.20 

zucchini  1 0.20 

Total 996 200 

 


